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0. Background 
Pronouns and Features• 
Eric Reuland 
OTS, Utrecht University 
A fundamental question, which is rarely raised. and has, to my knowledge, 
never been properly addressed, is why binding relations in language requtre special 
conditions. Surely, the null hypothesis is that the behaviour of anaphors and pronomi­
nals is fully determined by their lexical properties and general interpretive principles. 
I n  so far as there are gaps in their interpretive possibil ities, these should follow from 
the interaction wtth other components of the language system Ideally. no specific 
statements other than about their lexical make-up should be necessary. Due to space 
limitations, discussion in this paper will be lim ited to one subcase of the binding 
conditions. It will be shown that for that subcase the ideal is within reach .  This result 
wil l  be i l lustrative for an approach ,  which I belteve can be extended so as to cover all 
of binding theory, virtually eliminating tt as a specific module of the grammar. Note, 
that this does not imply that restrictions on binding can be entirely understood as 
reflecting interface conditions (see Chomsky 1 995). In fact, the evidence put forward 
wil l  show that explaining locality condittons on binding also requires reference to 
general properties of the computational system Cm . 
I n  their canonical form, binding conditions A and B are largely stipulative. To 
be able to adress questions like the above, a finer grained analysis is necessary. A step 
towards a finer grained analysts ts taken tn Reinhart & Reuland ( 1 993, 1 995). In 
accordance with earlier work (e.g. Pica ( 1 987, 1 99 1 } ,  Hellan ( 1 988}, Thralnsson 
( 1 99 1 )) it is argued that the binary distinction between pronouns and anaphors should 
be replaced by a system which differentiates between pronouns, simplex anaphors and 
complex anaphors, each with their own distributton. These distributions are shown to 
' This article reports on part of an ongomg research proJeCt mcludmg Peter Coopmans, Martm Everaert, 
Btll Pluhp and Tanya Retnhart. I am grateful to all the members of the OTS research group on anaphora, 
and to Norbert Homstem and other; who commemed on these tdeas. I am alone re.�porullble for any errors. 
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tion B. Rather, it is governed by chain formation and the chain condition•: 
(4) a. C =(a1, . . .  , a..) is a chain iff C is the maximal sequence such that for all j 
1� < n aJ governs aJ+ 1 , and a1 and a1• 1 are co indexed 
b. Condition on A-chajns {version of R&R 1995) 
A maximal A-chain {a1, . . . .  a..) contains exactly one link - a1 - which is 
fully specified for <�>-features 
Informally, a sequence of coindexed elements as in (4a) obl igatorily forms a chain 
(there is no restriction to one 9-role and one Case). The chain thus formed is illformed 
unless the head and only the head is fully specified for <�>-features (person, number, 
gender, Case). It is important to realize that pure chain condition effects can onJy be 
observed in contexts where condition ( l B) is satisfied independently. That is. either the 
coindexed elements are coarguments of a predicate that is lexically reflexive, or they 
are not coarguments of same semantic predicate. The canonical cases are illustrated in 
(5) and (6). In (5) the verb is lexically retlex1ve. In (6) J..an is an argument of the 
matrix predicate, w and 1wm are arguments of an embedded predicate. Hence, in 
either case, regardless of whether the object is a pronoun or an anaphor, condition ( 1 B) 
is not violated. 
(5) a. Jan; schaamt zich1 'John shames SE' 
b. *Jan1 schaamt hem1 'John shames h1m '  
(6) a. Jan1 voelde [ 1p zich1 wegglijden] 
b. *Jan1 voelde [1p hem1 wegglijden] 
John felt SE/him sl ide away 
In  order to see how the chain condition accounts for the contrast, consider the diffe­
rence between SE (zkh) and pronoun (lwm): 3rd person pronouns show a number 
contrast (lwm.�, lllm,1., etc . ) .  a gender contrast <he.m..wc• h.aarr..J and a Case contrast 
(lu:.m..cc• hllooon> (and of course a person contrast). SE is specified for person (3rd 
person), but not for gender and number (in Dutch, and the other languages under 
consideration). This is summarized in Table 1 :  
Table 1 
<�>-features 
3rd p. pronoun: 
person 
+ 
gender number Case 
+ + + 
SE: + + 
SE's features are illustrated by the mismatch in (7a). and the grammaticality of (7b): 
• In R&R 11 IS argued in detatl lhar the mod1fied cham cmxbuon can replace the standard cham coo­
thuon wtthout W1Wanted COil�quences, and w1th �orne empmcal advanrage. So, 11 does not mtroduce an 
addtuonal mechamsm mro the grammar. 
3
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These are well-known problems for the standard binding theory. Mij, je, ons can be 
bound i n  their governing categories, yet they are not anaphors since they can uncon­
ditionally be free: 
( 10) Jan zag mij/je/ons komen 'John saw me/you/us come' 
They are also problematic for R&R's chain condition. They cannot count as -R, smce 
clearly they can head a chain (as they must in ( 10) given the unaccusative nature of the 
complement verb). Hence, the chains in ( 1 1 ) should be ruled out, as containing 
two + R  elements: 
( 1 1 ) (ik, mij), (jij, je), etc. 
Observe, that the problem only arises in environments with pure chain condition 
effects. Condition B is always respected. Hence in cases such as ( 12)  the tail of the 
chain is an anaphor (i.e. a SELF-anaphor), as expected: 
( 12) a. lk bewonder mijzelf/*mij 
b. Jij bewondert jezelf/*je (etc.) 
Therefore, note once more, that discussion will be limited to contexts where condition 
B-effects do not interfere. The question is, then, how the apparent -R character of 1st 
and 2nd person pronouns in some environments can be reconciled with their + R 
character in others.$ 
2. Towards an analysis 
In  fact, two further questions arise: i) In  what respects do 1st and 2nd person 
pronouns differ from 3rd person pronouns? ii) Why does local binding require a 3rd 
person SE-anaphor instead of a pronoun? 
� Tlus phenomenon has been discussed earlier (for instance, by Luigi Burzio and by Maria-Lwsa ZubiZllrreta 
(see, e.g. Burzio ( 1 99 1 ))). One may conclude that !be elements under dlscusston are ambtguous between 
bemg pronoounal and anapboric. Our aim is to explaJD, rather than stipulate this ambigutty. A conceivable 
alternative is that 1st and 2nd personal pronouns are necessarily interpreted as diScourse ennues, and are not 
syntaCtically bound. However, (i) shows that !bey can m fact be interpreted as bound vanables (m addition to 
the stnct reading); therefore, thls IS not a vlllble option. 
(i) Ik voelde lniJ wegglijden en JIJ ook 
I felt myself slide away and you too = 
a) I \x (x felt (x slide away)) & you \x (x felt (x shde away)) 
b) I \x (x felt (I slide away)) & you \x (x felt (I slide away)) 
I am grateful to Norbert HortiStein for bringing this point to my attention. 
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applying at the Cl interface, and ii) processes applying within CuL· 
Let us start with the latter. Within C11L the admissible processes are extremely 
l imited. The working hypothesis within Minimalist Program IS that C111 embodies the 
combmatorics of a strictly morpho-syntactic vocabulary. Specifically. C111 cannot 
access indices. I nterpretive dependencies can be represented within CH1• though, but 
only as a by-product of Move-Attract. Consider: 
( 18) a. e appears Charles to be happy 
b. Charles appears Charles to be happy 
In ( 1 8b) matrix and complement subject are identical, but no recourse to the interpreta­
tion of these elements is necessary to establish this. The Identity of Charles and Chm les 
fol lows entirely mechanically: an automatic consequence of ( 1 8b) being denved from 
( 18a) by Move/ Attract, g1ven the followmg assumption: 
( 1 9) A formal dependency established withm CHL is respected by the interpretive 
system. 
Clll provides the Objects tO be Interpreted, Jeavmg the Interpretive system no ChOICe 10 
cases such as ( 1 8). In its generality. ( 19) is simply a necessary condition for a sys­
tematic form-interpretation correspondence to hold at all. However, there are depen­
dencies that are not establ ished within CHL· the bv-dependency m ( 1 4) bemg a case in 
point. Thus, logically, it is possible that an overlap exists between the dependencies 
expressible withm CHL and the dependencies directly express1ble by the mterpretlve 
system at the interface. If such cases exists, one dependency expressed at the mterface, 
may be associated with more than one derivation one denvatlon m which the same 
dependency was already encoded within CHL• and one denvation in which it was not. 
Let us, for the former situation, use the term 'preencoding'. Thus: 
(20) A dependency expressed at the C-1 mterface may (or may not) have been preen­
coded within CHL. 
CH1 is the home base of mechanical processes, the formal, automatic subroutines. 
insensitive to content. The guidmg 1dea, then, 1s economy of routme selection. 
Routine selection 
Automatic routines cannot be bypassed. Whenever a preencoded routme can be 
accessed it will be selected 
This leads to a rankmg of alternative derivations of bound var1able structures; 
Bound variable structures 
I f  an operator-variable structure at the Cl interface can e1ther be obtained from 
i. a structure in which this dependency has been preencoded. or 1 1 .  a structure 7
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Consider next (26) with a pronoun: 
(26) Q.sw voelde [hem wegglijden] 
Oscar felt him slide away 
327 
hem is fully specified. Hence, a feature-based dependency with an antecedent is not 
possible: there is no preencoding within CHv At the interface, (26) is also represented 
as (25), but the derivation from (23) via (24) is cheaper, hence preferred.7 
(27) Summary: A feature dependency may preencode within C11L an mterpreuve 
dependency to be reflected at the C-1 interface; the possibility to derive an 
interface representation from a source with preencoding blocks a derivation 
from a source without preencoding that yields an equivalent representation. 
3. Preencoding aoaphoric dependencies: an implementation 
We will now explore the consequences of implementing the informal account of 
the preceding section within the framework of Chomsky ( 1 995). As we have already 
noted, this framework limits severely the means available to express dependencies 
within CHL: 
(28) i. A dependency can only be established by Move/Attract and checking 
i i .  A dependency can only be forced by checking grammatical features in a 
checking configuration. 
The antecedent-antecedee relation by itself does not involve a checking configuration. 
We will base our analysis on the following assumptions (adopted from Chomsky 
( 1995)): 
1 .  Lexical items are associated with a set of grammatical features (formal features); 
a) in the lexicon lexical items are l isted with inherent features (e.g. person and 
gender for N); 
b) upon insertion into the numeration optional features are added (e.g. number 
and Case for N; person and number for V); 
2. features come in two kinds: interpretable (e.g. number for N) and uninterpretable 
(e.g. Case for N, all ph1-features for V); 
3. at the interface the uninterpretable features must have been erased; 
4. movement is triggered by an attracting feature; 
5. covert movement moves formal features only; 
6. the features of a complement move at most as far as (the features of) its head. 
' The followmg pouus are crucJal for a proper understandtng: 
1) A denvauon of (25) fTom (26) does not crash, but 1s blocked by (23/24); 
1i) A logophoric mterpretauon of an anaphor is obtamed only when u cannot enter a cham (see foomote 
15 for some more discussiOn). 9
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(31)  [Oscar [[1, 1 Fz L.1 Fv I ] ]  [t_.,. [voelde+IID [zich I [wegglijden.fiD �)]]]) 
329 
� must check and erase the verb's phi-features. These are sublabels of I .  One of 
the verb's features is the feature for 3rd person. The same feature is in Fz. Checktng 
applies blindly: the 3rd person feature of Qsw may check any occurrence of 3rd 
person it is in a checking configuration with. Thus, also the person feature of z.icll may 
get checked. Checking of the phi-features of z.icll gets a free ride on/is a side effect of 
the erasure of the phi-features of the verb. Thus, a formal dependency between llicar 
and z.icll results. 
In order to formally represent this dependency, we define CHAINs formed by 
checking, in addition to thains: 
(32) (a, 6) form a CHAIN iff i) a checks a feature of 6, and ii) (a, 6) meets stan­
dard conditions on chains such as uniformity, c-command, and locality 
(33) if (a,6) is a CHAIN, and both a and 6 are in A-position, (a,6) is an A-CHAIN 
Thus, (.Qs.w, Fz) in (31)  is an A-CHAIN. The uniformity condition is met, just as for 
the pair (Fz, z.icll). C-command and locality are satisfied. Just as (Fz, m) is an A­
Chain, (Qiw, Fz) is an A-CHAIN. This leads to the question of how CHAINs 
compare to chains. I will assume that A-CHAINs form l inked chains with A-chains, 
along the lines of Chomsky ( 1995), as in (34): 
(34) If (a1,aJ is a CHAIN and (61,6J is a chain and �=61 then (a1,a2/61,6J is a 
linked chain. 
At the C-I interface intermediate (defective) chain members are invisible (Chomsky 
( 1 995)). Chains and CHAINs reduce to the same objects. Given (34) the object to be 
interpreted is (35) 1 1 :  
While SE-anaphors may enter into a formal dependency with their antecedents, pro­
nouns cannot. Consider (36): 
(36) Oscar voelde hem wegglijden 
Up to checking, the derivation is equivalent to (3 1) .  Consider (37) with Fh representing 
the formal features of hem: 
(37) [Oscar [(�,� Fh [1,1 Fv I ] ]  [t_., [voelde+& [hem I [wegglijden.fiD W1111l  
1 1  Chains as objects to be interpreted as arguments is in line with assumptions generally held about 
chains, but seems to conflict with the conception of chains introduced here. Space limitations reqwre me to 
refer to Reuland (1995a) for dtscussion and a solution. 
11
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Table 2 i) ( +speaker, - addressee] -- > lst person 
ii) [-speaker, -addressee] -- > 3rd person 
iii) [-speaker, +addressee] -- > 2nd person 
Let [-speaker, -addressee] abbreviate as [other]. Now, i) is an inherent singular, but 
( +speaker, +addressee] yields a plural: inclusive M:. This is not 'the plural of 1. 
Plurality is determined by the lexical feature composition, not grammatically marked. 
Exclusive M: is ( + speaker, [other]). Again, plurality follows from the lexical features, 
and is not an optional grammatical feature. 
Conclusion: For l st person pronouns number is specified inherently, not by an op 
tiona! feature. 
On the other hand, number is in no way determined by the values [-speaker, -addres­
see] for 3rd person in ii). Therefore, for 3rd person pronouns number is an optional 
(interpretable) feature. 13 
This has immediate consequence for CHAIN/chain formation. In the framework 
described, inherent features can be checked with impunity (note, that the 1st person 
pronouns must be really singular and plural, otherwise the corresponding uninterpre­
table features of the verb could not be erased). Hence, in the case of 1st person 
pronouns a CHAIN/chain can be formed: 
(39) [ lk/wij [[1,1 F mi.Jiom [ 1,1Fv I ] ]  [ t  
t.ruji....J ]  ] ] ] ]  
<nl+(Wij/ons I [wegglijden 
This efectively answers our question. The contrast w.r.t. local binding of 1st and 3rd 
person pronouns now follows without stipulation from general conditions on feature 
checking and chain formation. 
What about 2nd person pronouns? Following Benveniste ( 1966) , one may 
assume that [-speaker, +addressee] counts as singular. Yet, there is a contrast with 1st 
person pronouns. Whereas a plurality of I's is difficult to conceive (see fn. 7), a 
plurality of �·s is not inconceivable. However, for present purposes it suffices if an 
inherently plural 2nd person is possible. In fact, in the feature system discussed here it 
is: [ +adressee, [other]] yields an inherent plural. Again, checking and chain formation 
take place with impunity. The possibility of grammatical number marking on 2nd 
person pronouns, gives us a explanation of the puzzle in the following paradigm: 
(40) a. Jij schaamt je 
b. Jullie schamen je 
c. *Jij schaamt jou 
b. Jij/jullie voelde(n) lw je/*jou wegglijden] 
" Of course, upon insenion of a 3rd person pronowt into the numeration a value for number must bt: 
selected, but its lellical make-up does nor determine which value. 
-flD 
13
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